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1 | PURPOSE OF THE STYLE GUIDE 
This style guide outlines the expectations WritersDomain has for onsite blog writers. Editors will 
judge submissions based on these criteria. Adherence to these criteria determines how writers 
are compensated for their work. 

We expect writers to know and adhere to the Onsite Blog Style Guide. We recommend that 
writers read it in full before beginning to submit blogs to avoid having pieces deleted 
unnecessarily. 

1.1  Use WritersDomain’s Educational Resources 

This style guide contains the standards particular to onsite blogs and is not a comprehensive 
learning resource for writing style, mechanics, and conventions. Writers bear ultimate 
responsibility for their own knowledge of generally accepted writing practices, such as concision 
and appropriate comma use. 

As a service to writers, WritersDomain maintains a blog that explains general grammar, usage, 
and other writing matters in greater depth. We expect writers to utilize these resources as 
necessary in order to improve blog ratings and incorporate editors’ feedback.  

 

  

http://blog.writersdomain.net/
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2 | ONSITE BLOG IDEATION  
Standard and premium onsite blogs go on websites that belong to clients of WritersDomain’s 
parent company, Boostability. In this style guide, we’ll use “client” to refer to Boostability’s 
clients and “reader” to refer to the clients’ customers or anyone reading the blogs. 

The blogs you write will go on Boostability’s clients’ websites to be read by potential customers, 
so you need to write as if you are the client (see Section 3.4). 

These blog posts increase the use value and authority of a client’s website by providing helpful 
information. Posts boost our clients’ authority and help clients build relationships of trust with 
their readers.  

Writers choose their own topics for onsite blogs, but each submission must be appropriate for 
the website on which it will be published. 

This section covers what information should be included in onsite blogs and how to choose an 
appropriate audience, topic, and tone. 

2.1  Review Client Information 

Onsite blog posts are informational, not promotional. 

Onsite blog posts are not advertisements for the client, their products, or their services. 
Therefore, the blogs should not include the client’s phone number or specific information about 
the client, such as their history or experience (see Sections 3.4–3.7). 

2.1.1  Review Additional Company Information 

Writers will be given some information about the client, including: 

 Business name and URL 
 Vertical (business category) 
 Restrictions, legal requirements, and key business challenges or trends 
 Audience 
 Tone and company persona 
 Blog objective 
 Blog restrictions 

Use this information as you choose an audience, topic, and tone for your blog. Remember that 
blog posts are not meant to directly promote the client, so you should use the provided 
information judiciously.  

2.2  Adhere to Blog Length Requirements 

We have two blog lengths: standard and premium. 

Standard blogs should be 600–700 words long. 

Premium blogs should be 800–900 words long. 
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Blogs must stay within the required word count. Strictly adhere to the word count so that our 
clients do not get more content than they pay for and so that their blog posts are consistent 
even when posts are submitted by different writers.  

2.3  Choose an Appropriate Audience 

The audiences of onsite blog posts are our clients’ customers, i.e., the people who are seeking 
the client’s services. The type of company you write for will determine who the audience is. 

2.3.1  Determine Whether the Client Is Business-to-Consumer or Business-to-Business 

WritersDomain writes for two company types: business-to-consumer (B2C) and business-to-
business (B2B). 

An example of a business-to-consumer company would be a plumber who works directly with 
property owners to install and repair plumbing. The audience for this client would be the 
property owner who needs plumbing services. 

An example of a business-to-business company would be a plumbing supply company that sells 
pipes and components to plumbing contractors. The audience for this client would be a 
plumbing contractor, not a property owner. 

2.3.2  Address Your Audience 

Writers can address readers directly with the second-person “you” or write about the audience 
in third person. 

Writing in second person is informal, which is appropriate for web writing. Second person can 
also increase engagement and can be helpful for striking a conversational tone (see Section 
2.5.1) because second person sounds natural and is easy to read.  

In most cases, second person will be appropriate. However, third person is best in many formal 
situations and suits the personas of some clients. Whichever point of view you choose, be 
consistent throughout the blog. 

2.3.3  Adhere to Your Audience’s Spelling and Punctuation Conventions 

Onsite blogs are written for readers in many countries, so use the appropriate variety of English 
for your audience. For example, use Australian spelling and punctuation rules when writing for 
companies based in Australia. 

2.4  Choose a Relevant and Appropriate Topic 

The topic of an onsite blog post should include a service the client offers and/or be clearly useful 
to the client’s target audience. 

For example, if you write a blog for a plumbing company, a blog about how to safely unclog a 
drain (use a plunger, use a drain snake, call a plumber, etc.) includes the client’s services. 

On the other hand, a blog about things that should never be flushed down a toilet doesn’t 
specifically address the client’s services, but readers would still find the blog useful, and it is still 
related to the client’s industry. 
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The topic of your blog must meet one or both of these requirements. 

Additionally, if the client currently has fewer than five previous posts listed in WritersDomain, 
make sure that your submission addresses one of the client’s major services. 

2.4.1  Avoid Irrelevant Topics 

If you cannot verify on a client’s website that they provide a specific service, your blog should 
not focus on that service. For example, if a plumber does not install sprinkler systems, your blog 
should not focus on sprinkler systems.  

However, it would be acceptable to mention sprinkler systems in a blog post about reducing 
water waste (installing low-flow fixtures, fixing leaks, using sprinklers less frequently, etc.) 
because the overall focus is on services the client does provide. In this case, the writer would 
need to avoid implying that the client installs sprinkler systems. 

Please also keep in mind that some blog topics aren’t relevant to clients in certain regions. For 
example, a blog about frozen pipes is probably relevant to the vast majority of plumbers and 
their target audience — unless the client is located in a region that’s warm year-round. Keep the 
client’s location in mind so you can choose a topic that is useful or interesting to their audience. 

2.4.2  Avoid Repeating Topics 

Writers are responsible for knowing what the client already has on their blog and website in 
order to avoid duplicate content. 

WritersDomain shows the 20 most recent posts we have written for a client, and any other blog 
posts can be found on the client’s website. We expect writers to review the previous posts to 
ensure that a topic isn’t repeated.  

For clients with more than 20 posts on their site, look through the 20 most recent posts or the 
content from the last year (whichever sample is smaller). Editors always reserve the right to 
return a blog to a writer if it is too similar to an existing post. 

While you should not repeat topics, you can provide additional information about an idea that 
the client’s blog has already covered. Expanding on existing information shows readers that 
clients are aware of readers’ needs and are focused on providing good content. 

If you choose to build on a past post, make sure that you provide new and supplemental 
information rather than simply restating something from a previous post. 

2.4.3  Understand the “Other Restrictions” Box 

We offer our clients a few specific options for blogs in case they have restrictions or requests: 

 Tips/how-to. Tips or suggestions, usually in the form of a “listicle” (Example: “5 Ways to 
Unclog a Drain”) 

 Step-by-step/DIY. Instructions for completing a task or project (Example: “How to 
Replace a Showerhead”) 

 Buzzworthy topics. Trending topics in the industry, like news or new products (Example: 
“The Rise of the Bidet in North America”) 

 Interesting facts or stories. Interesting information related to the industry (Example: “The 
Most Interesting Urinals”) 
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 Quizzes/questionnaires. (Example: “10 Questions That Tell What Kind of Water Heater 
You Need”) 

The “Other Restrictions” box will specify if the client does not want any of these blog types. It 
may also include suggestions for topics that the client wants covered or wants to avoid. Note 
that while restrictions are requirements, requested topics are suggestions to aid your selection 
of a topic, not requirements.  

If the suggested topics seem to contradict the Onsite Blog Style Guide, or if you have questions, 
email support@writersdomain.net for clarification.  

2.4.4  Write Seasonal Content 

Many clients like seasonal and holiday-related content, such as “5 Ways to Prepare Your 
Plumbing System for Winter” or “Cavity-Causing Candies to Avoid on Halloween.” These posts 
show that the client regularly updates their blog and help the client connect with readers 
throughout the year. 

However, because onsite blog clients have the final say about what content gets posted and 
when, carefully consider whether a seasonal topic is timely and appropriate. 

In general, holiday-related posts should be submitted well in advance of the holiday so the client 
has time to approve and post the content. Seasonal topics should likewise be submitted early in 
the season so that they remain relevant. We will accept blogs for holidays in these time frames: 

 Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, and other end-of-year holidays. We accept these blogs 
between November 1–30. 

 Halloween. We accept these blogs September 1–30. 

 Other holidays. Generally, we accept blogs for holidays for the month before the holiday 
season starts. 

Seasonal blogs have more flexible time frames, especially since the season types and time 
frames vary regionally. For temperate climates in North America, we’ll accept seasonal blogs in 
the following time frames: 

 Spring. We accept these blogs February through April. 

 Summer. We accept these blogs May through July. 

 Autumn. We accept these blogs August through October. 

 Winter. We accept these blogs November through January. 

For Australian clients and clients in more extreme climates, such as Alaska or the Southern 
United States, remember our general guidelines: submit blogs no earlier than one month before 
the season starts and no later than halfway through the season. Our editing team reserves the 
right to use our best judgment about whether or not our clients will want a seasonal blog. 

2.4.4.1  Be Inclusive 

If you choose to write about specific holidays, especially national or religious holidays, 
remember to be inclusive. Avoid showing bias or making generalizations or assumptions that 
could make some readers feel excluded (see Section 6.3). 

mailto:support@writersdomain.net
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2.5  Use an Appropriate Tone 

Clients choose various tone descriptors for their blogs so we can make sure our content 
matches their company personas. Always make sure that your submission is consistent with the 
company’s requests and the tone of their website. 

Below, we’ve listed the possible descriptors with sentences that show examples of what each 
tone description means in practice: 

 Style. Clients will choose between an edgy and traditional style. With an edgy style, 

writers should use punchy sentences with unique vocabulary and should approach 

topics from new angles. With a traditional style, writers should avoid these things. 

 Complexity. Clients will choose between economical and luxurious writing complexity. 

Economical writing uses short sentences that are direct and clear. Luxurious writing 

uses longer, more descriptive sentences. 

 Emotion. Clients will choose from “Feed the Brain” and “Touch the Heart” emotions. 

Writing that feeds the brain takes a logical approach and focuses more on facts than on 

feelings, while writing that touches the heart is emotional, heartfelt, and sincere. 

 Energy. Clients will choose from a dry or animated energy. Dry writing is unemotional, 

understated, and disciplined, devoid of unnecessary details and turns of phrase. 

Animated writing energetically mimics the inflections of human speech with common 

phrases and adjectives. 

These tone descriptors are offered to clients, who pick their preferences. The descriptors give 
writers a general idea of what kind of voice the client wants to develop. Editors won’t be overly 
strict in enforcing these preferences. Keep in mind that some of the tone and voice descriptors 
are difficult to interpret and that clients’ preferences sometimes conflict.  

2.5.1  Write With a Conversational Tone 

A conversational tone is casual, informal, and relaxed. Writers should use simple language and 
sentences. Use vocabulary from everyday life that the average web reader will understand. 
Contractions like don’t and can’t can help an article have a conversational tone. 

 Example: You don’t need to be a professional plumber to tackle a clogged drain in your 
own home. Here are a few common household products you can use to unclog a 
stubborn drain.  

Keep in mind that a conversational tone still requires useful details and information. 
Conversational blogs should not rely on anecdotes, storytelling, or filler words such as “well” 
and “of course.” 

2.5.2  Write With an Authoritative Tone 

An authoritative tone is confident, decisive, and direct. Writers should use higher-level word 
choice and industry-specific language. The readability of authoritative writing comes from direct 
and succinct sentences. 

 Example: Tackle stubborn drain clogs with these common household products.  
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However, an authoritative blog should not be overly wordy or academic. It should not be so full 
of jargon that it is incomprehensible to the average web reader. Google usually refers people to 
web writing that is at about an 8th-grade reading level. 
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3 | COMPANY MENTIONS 
As explained in Section 2, onsite blogs should not directly advertise the client or their services. 
Onsite blogs should build the brand and authority of the client by providing relevant, helpful 
information to readers while also boosting the search engine rankings of the client’s site.  

Readers looking for information about a given topic do not want to feel like they’re being sold 
something. Furthermore, people are not likely to read a blog that touts the client rather than 
providing actionable or otherwise helpful content.  

You are not required to mention the company by name, but if you do so, include the client name 
in a way that makes sense in the blog. Minimize direct references to the client so that we do not 
alienate readers or drive them away.  

The following standards apply to company mentions in onsite blogs.  

3.1  Include a Link to the Client Site 

Onsite blogs are posted directly on client websites, and linking a blog post to another page on 
the client’s site improves the client’s online rankings. If you can, include a link to the client’s 
website in each blog you write. Blogs need only one client link, and you can follow the directions 
in section 3.1.1 to do so. We don’t require writers to include a client link, but we encourage it. 

You may pick which page on the client’s site to link to. For example, you might link to the 
contact page or a page that gives information about a specific service.  

3.1.1  Create a Link 

Follow these instructions to properly link to the client’s site: 

 Choose a page to link to.  
o Example: http://blog.writersdomain.net/plagiarism-101/ 

 In the text of the blog you wrote, highlight the word or short phrase that best represents 
the information you're citing (see Section 3.2). Do not choose an entire sentence. 

 Click on the button in the toolbar that looks like a chain link. A box will appear.

 
 Copy and paste the site URL into the empty box (start with “www” if it’s present).  

o Example: blog.writersdomain.net/plagiarism-101/ 
 Make sure the Link Type is set to URL and that the Protocol is set to http:// or https://, 

whichever appears in the original URL.  
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 Click "OK.” 

Following these steps will effectively link the webpage to the word or phrase within the blog 
post. The end result will look like this: 

 

3.1.2  Leave Notes About Broken Links 

If the provided link to the client’s site is broken, or if the client’s site is otherwise unavailable, 
leave a short note to the editor in the Sources section (see Section 4.4). You do not need to 
email support@writersdomain.net to report broken links.  

Do not try to find the company website via a search engine and then link to the site you find. 
Some clients have multiple websites, but our content should link to only the website provided for 
the onsite blogging task. 

3.2  Choose Relevant Anchor Text 

After you choose a page of the client site to link to, choose where in the blog to place the link. 
The word or words linked to (called anchor text) should relate to the page linked to so that the 
reader is not confused or frustrated after following the link.  

mailto:support@writersdomain.net
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For example, if the link goes to a contact page, then the link should go on words such as 
“contact us.” If the link is on a phrase such as “asthma treatment,” then the link should go to a 
service page about asthma treatment.  

3.2.1 Do Not Use Vague Words or Directives as Anchor Text 

Most web readers are familiar with how hyperlinks work, so we don’t need to give directions 
such as “click here” in the text. We also shouldn’t link to vague words that are not directly 
relevant to the link, such as “today.” 

 Correct: For more information, contact us today. [Link goes to a contact page.] 
 Incorrect: For more information, contact us today. [Link goes to a contact page.] 
 Incorrect: For more information, click here. [Link goes to a contact page.] 

Anchor text should be relevant wording that gives the reader a specific, accurate indication of 
where the link leads.  

3.3  Limit Content About the Company 

If you choose to mention the company, limit the content that specifically discusses the client to 
one or two lines at most. Do not dedicate an entire section to discussing the benefits of working 
with the company or buying their products.  

Blogs should focus on industry-related information that will be useful to readers, and we do not 
permit any company mention that takes the focus away from the topic of the blog. A mention of 
the company should support the blog’s points, not detract from them. 

Writers commonly include the client name in the required call to action at the end of the blog 
(see Section 5.6), but using the client name at the end of the blog or elsewhere is not 
mandatory. The client name, if used, can appear anywhere in the blog. 

3.4  Write as the Company 

As mentioned in Section 2, onsite blogs go on the company’s website, so writers should speak 
as the company. In other words, writers should use first person rather than third person.  

 Correct: For more information, call ABC Plumbing. We’ll be happy to help you. 
 Incorrect: For more information, call ABC Plumbing. They’ll be happy to help you. 

First-person pronouns include I, me, and we. In most cases, collective first-person pronouns 
such as we and our will be most appropriate because most companies employ more than one 
person.  

3.5  Work the Company Name in Naturally 

If you choose to mention the company by name, make sure the reference doesn’t seem illogical. 
To do this, connect the mention of the client to the information surrounding it.  

 Correct: Use these tips to care for your home’s new swimming pool. For additional tips 
or to replenish the materials you need for your pool, contact Swimming Supplies, Inc.  

 Incorrect: Use these tips to care for your home’s new swimming pool. Swimming 
Supplies, Inc., also supplies grills, if you want to have burgers at a pool party.  
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Blogs that mention the company in a way that doesn’t connect to the blog’s topic can confuse or 
frustrate readers.  

3.6  Do Not Repeatedly Refer to the Company  

While you can mention the client name anywhere, do not refer to the client repeatedly 
throughout the blog. For example, if each section of the blog is about a service the client offers, 
then a writer should not link to the services’ respective pages or recommend the client in each 
section. 

While such mentions would be relevant, the repetition would make the blog post sound too 
much like an advertisement and could cause readers to lose interest. Instead, the writer can 
simply include one or two sentences about how the client provides the services discussed, 
perhaps at the end of the blog.  

3.7  Do Not Include a Phone Number 

While linking to a contact page or using a call to action such as “call us today” is acceptable, do 
not include a company phone number in the text of the blog. Again, we don’t want the blogs to 
seem too focused on sales.  

3.8  Format the Company Name Correctly 

Format the company name as it appears in the website header or company logo. Match 
wording, capitalization, punctuation, and so forth. Use of the company name on the blog should 
be consistent with the company name as prominently displayed on the client’s site. 
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4 | RESOURCES AND PLAGIARISM 
When an onsite blog contains accurate information and original content, the blog helps the 
company create an authoritative persona and boosts the website’s online rankings. In contrast, 
plagiarized or unreliable content can damage a company’s reputation and decrease a website’s 
online rankings.  

To ensure we deliver content that fulfills these objectives, WritersDomain requires writers to 
write original content. Writers are also responsible for adhering to the standards detailed below. 

4.1  Cite the Appropriate Number of Sources in the Sources 
Section 

To encourage writers to do adequate research, we require them to list at least three sources in 
the Sources box for each task. The editors use these URLs to fact-check and to screen blogs 
for plagiarism. Blogs without sources or with insufficient sources may be returned to the writer.  

A writer may need to list more than three sources if the blog cites specific information or if the 
writer’s work is inspired or substantially informed by more than three sources (see Section 
4.1.1). Please list no more than five sources so that editors can spend a reasonable amount of 
time source-checking.   

We also encourage writers to include in-text links in the blog’s body text so the editors can 
quickly determine which source specific information came from. However, we do not require 
writers to link specific information to source articles. The editors are ultimately responsible for 
establishing adequate in-text links for data and claims that the client will need to support. 

If a writer chooses to use in-text links in the blog’s body text, the URL for the site should still be 
listed in the Sources section of the task, and it will count as one of the sources consulted. 

4.1.1  Provide URLs for Influential Sources Consulted 

If a blog post contains particularly specific or potentially controversial information, such as 
statistics, details of specific incidents, or unusual claims, the writer must include a citation for the 
claim in the Sources section of the task.  

For example, if the writer includes a statistic that declares that a new HVAC system is 98 
percent efficient, the source for that information needs to be listed in the Sources section.  

After listing three relevant, reputable sources and any sources from which the writer drew 
specific information, such as statistics, the writer should include additional sources only if the 
content of those sources significantly influenced the creation of the blog. 

For example, say that a writer has already listed three sources about furnace repair and later 
views seven more articles on how furnaces work. If the writer doesn’t incorporate the articles’ 
insights or information in any meaningful way, the writer doesn’t need to list those seven 
additional sources.  

In short, if a writer could not have written the blog as it is without consulting a given source, then 
the writer needs to include that source in the Sources section. Writers should carefully consider 
which sources are used so the task stays between three and five sources. 
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4.2  Cite Reputable Sources 

All sources cited should be reliable sites that demonstrate expertise and industry knowledge. 
Writers should avoid sites that use old, irrelevant, or outdated information. A site qualifies as 
reputable if it meets the standards set forth below. 

4.2.1  Cite the Client Site Only If Necessary 

A source from the client’s website does not usually count as one of your three required sources. 
A writer should use a page from the client’s site as a source only if the client is in a very 
specialized industry and the writer needs to view the client’s website to understand what the 
client’s services are. Do not use the client’s website as a filler source. 

For example, if you write a post about dog behavior for a veterinary clinic’s blog, then a link to 
the client’s page about services for dogs would be unnecessary because it doesn’t contain 
helpful, specific information about your topic. However, if you write a blog for a client that makes 
rotary dryers used in biomass pellet production and learn about how their rotary driers work 
from one of the client’s pages, that page may be an acceptable source. 

4.2.2  Do Not Link to Competitor Sites 

For the purposes of onsite blogs, a competitor is a company that provides the same services or 
products as the client. The two companies don’t have to be in the same area to be considered 
competitors, as both will have websites that utilize the same keywords.  

However, a writer may list a page on a competitor site as a source if the page meets two 
conditions.  

First, the page must contain information relevant to the blog’s subject matter. For a competitor 
page to be considered relevant, the page’s purpose must be to provide readers with industry 
information. For example, a home page, contact page, or services page would not count as a 
pertinent source.  

Second, the submitted blog cannot use the competitor’s website to support specific data or 
information, such as statistics or the findings of a study.  

We do not accept competitor pages as sources for specific data or information because if we 
link to the source (see Section 4.1.2), then we will boost the competitor’s rankings in the 
process. Linking to a competitor site would result in our client’s web rankings falling in 
comparison. 

4.2.3  Do Not Cite Controversial Groups 

Do not cite extreme, hateful, fearmongering, unprofessional, or otherwise controversial groups 
that the average company would not like to affiliate with. For example, a blog should not cite 
crime statistics published by a white supremacist group. 

4.2.4  Do Not Cite Videos, Unmonitored Forums, and the Like 

WritersDomain accepts a variety of sources as reputable, but we do not accept all sources. 
Unapproved sources include: 

 Unmonitored forums 
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 Product pages 
 Image searches 
 Web pages that cannot be opened without a subscription 
 Videos sources, such as those from YouTube 
 Inaccessible sources; i.e., sources behind a paywall or accessible only through a 

subscription 

Forums maintained and monitored by professionals are permitted. For example, WebMD forums 
monitored by doctors are acceptable sources, but Yahoo! Answers is not an acceptable source. 
Pages from sites like Wikipedia are acceptable.  

4.3  Follow the WritersDomain Plagiarism Policy 

Duplicating others’ original content is unethical and damages clients’ web rankings and 
reputations. WritersDomain does not tolerate plagiarism, and we do not accept onsite blogs 
unless they are free of plagiarism, including direct copying, rewording, excessive aggregation, 
idea theft, and self-plagiarism.  

If a writer plagiarizes, then WritersDomain may delete that writer’s account without warning. 
(See WritersDomain Terms and Conditions Sections I and VII.)  

While WritersDomain provides educational resources (see Section 1.1), each writer is ultimately 
responsible for their own understanding of plagiarism.  

For information about what constitutes plagiarism, consult the WritersDomain blog post on the 
topic. 

4.4  Leave a Note to the Editor If Necessary 

Occasionally you may want to alert the editor about something unusual in a blog. For example, 
the client site may be down (see Section 3.1.2). If you’re afraid the editor may not be able to 
locate the part of the client website where the service you discuss is mentioned, you may want 
to list a specific URL in a note. In such cases, leave a brief note to the editor in the Sources 
section.  

Leave a note for the editor only when you feel that one is essential. The editor will use the 
information in your note as they edit, but all the usual editing standards will apply.  

If you don’t understand the requirements for onsite blogs or for a particular task, consult the 
WritersDomain blog or email support@writersdomain.net. Remember, even if you write a note 
to the editor, you still must follow the Onsite Blog Style Guide. 

 

  

https://www.writersdomain.net/termsandconditions
http://blog.writersdomain.net/plagiarism-101/
mailto:support@writersdomain.net
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5 | ORGANIZATION AND FORMATTING 
Clear, straightforward organization and formatting help readers understand the information you 
provide. Use the following guidelines to lead readers through your blog. 

5.1  Format Headings and Titles 

Headings visually break up text and help readers scan blogs to find the information they need. 
Generally, blogs should include at least two headings. 

5.1.1  Bold Headings and Italicize Subheadings 

Bold first-level headings, and italicize second-level headings (subheadings). Also, put headings 
on their own line instead of running them into the text. Here’s an example of what headings and 
subheadings in a blog should look like: 

 

5.1.2  Number Headings When the Title Calls for Numbering 

Many onsite blogs are lists of tips or items that fit into a category. To improve blog scannability, 
number all headings in listicles or similar articles.  

Make sure the numbered headings match the number stated in the blog title. For example, if the 
title is “5 Things to Do After an Auto Accident,” the section headings should be numbered one 
through five. 

5.1.3  Put Headings in Title Case 

For clients in the United States, we ask writers to use AP-style title case for titles, headings, and 
subheadings. Capitalize these parts of speech: 

 Any word that has four or more letters 
 Nouns and pronouns 
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 Adjectives 
 Adverbs 
 Verbs, including “to be” verbs, like “is” 
 All parts of phrasal verbs, like “step up” 

Do not capitalize the following, assuming they are three letters or shorter: 

 Articles 
 Prepositions 
 Conjunctions  

If you’d like to check your work, try this title case converter. 

For clients in Australia, use sentence case for headings and subheadings. 

5.1.4  Don’t Use End Punctuation for Headings 

Headings should not use end punctuation, such as periods and exclamation points. The only 
exception is question marks, which should be used at the end of headings that are intended to 
be read as questions. 

5.1.5  Use Parallel Structure 

When you use parallel structure, you use the same grammatical forms for similar things, like 
headings. Parallelism helps readers better understand and follow your ideas. Generally, if you 
start all your headings with the same part of speech, they’ll be parallel. Examples of parallel 
structure include the following example headings:  

 Develop the Skills You Need to Pass a Driving Test 
 Practice in Our Classroom 
 Remember to Study for Your Driving Test 

Each of these example headings starts with an imperative verb. Here are some examples of 
headings that aren’t parallel: 

 Develop the Skills You Need to Pass a Driving Test 
 Classroom Practice 
 We’ll Help You Study for Your Driving Test 

In these headings, grammatical form does not match, and this lack of parallelism can throw 
readers off and make the piece more difficult to scan. See this blog post on parallelism for more 
information. 

5.1.6  Keep Titles and Headings Concise and Descriptive 

Blog titles and headings should engage and entice the reader. Write titles and headings that 
encourage the reader to stay on the page. We ask that titles and headings give enough 
information to help readers know what’s in the blog or in a particular section of the blog, but 
titles and headings should still be short enough that they’re easy to scan. 

Generally, using strong verbs and keeping titles to 10 words or less will make titles and 
headings more appealing to readers. 

http://titlecase.com/
http://blog.writersdomain.net/get-in-the-zone-how-parallel-structure-puts-readers-in-the-fast-lane/
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We also require writers to use numerals in headings and titles instead of spelling numbers out. 
See Section 5.4 for more information on when to use numerals and when to spell numbers out. 

5.1.7  Put Headings in Context 

To make blogs as clear as possible, writers should always follow headings with at least one 
sentence of text. Do not jump from a heading to a subheading or to a list without at least one 
complete sentence in between. 

5.2  Craft Effective Paragraphs 

Keep paragraphs short and to the point. Focus on just one idea per paragraph. 

Generally, we ask that writers keep paragraphs no longer than four lines in a word processor. In 
the text box on WritersDomain, that limit translates to approximately two and one-quarter lines. 
The editing team works on blogs in Word documents using size 11 Calibri, so use that format if 
you want to see exactly what we see.  

5.3  Create Useful Lists 

Lists break up text and make content easy to scan. We encourage writers to use lists when 
appropriate. 

5.3.1  Introduce Lists With Colons 

When you introduce a bulleted or numbered list, do so with a colon. This rule does not apply to 
headings or subheadings. Even if you number your headings, do not introduce entire sections of 
a blog with a colon. For more information, see the first half of this training. 

5.3.2  Write Lists in Sentence Case 

Do not use title case for items in a list. Instead, use sentence case, with which you capitalize 
only the first word and proper nouns. 

5.3.3  Keep Lists Short 

List items can be more than one sentence long. However, do not use more than two or three 
sentences per item at the most, and keep each item in your list to no more than 50 words total 
or about two lines in your WritersDomain writing desk. 

5.3.4  Put Lists in Context 

Do not jump straight from a heading to a list without at least one full sentence in between. We 
also prefer but do not require at least one full sentence after a list. 

5.3.5  Place Ending Punctuation in Lists  

Use ending punctuation for items in a list only if the items are complete sentences. If you list 
only words, phrases, or sentence fragments, do not use ending punctuation (see Section 5.3.7). 

http://blog.writersdomain.net/onsite-blogging-faqs/
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5.3.6  Format Subheadings Within Lists  

If each item in your list is more than one sentence, readers may find it helpful if you include a 
subheading within each item in your list. Put these subheadings in italics and sentence case, 
and end the subheading with a period, em dash, or colon.  

While you can choose your punctuation mark to end the heading, be consistent in how you 
format your lists throughout the blog. The following image shows how subheadings in a bullet 
list could look: 

 

5.3.7  Use Parallel Structure in Lists 

As with headings, each item in your list should have the same grammatical form to help readers 
easily scan and understand the information. Do not write a list in which some items are only 
fragments while other items are full sentences. Learn more about parallelism in this training. 

5.4  Format Numbers Correctly 

The general rule is to spell out numbers zero through nine but to use numerals for numbers 10 
or higher. 

As exceptions to the general rule, also use numerals in the following situations:  

 Headings and titles 
 Dates (January 1, not January First) 
 Times, except noon and midnight 
 Percentages 
 Fractions 
 Measurements 

 

http://blog.writersdomain.net/get-in-the-zone-how-parallel-structure-puts-readers-in-the-fast-lane/
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If you have a lot of numbers in one sentence or passage, it may make more sense to write all of 
them as numerals.  

 Example: Our company has grown from 15 people in 2 locations to 350 people in 10 
locations. 

If you start a sentence with a number, spell it out.  

5.5  Spell Out Acronyms When Necessary 

The first time you use an acronym that readers may not know, spell it out and put the acronym 
afterward in parentheses. 

 Example: She presented data to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). 

Use the acronym after the first instance instead of spelling it out. Do not use periods in between 
letters in an acronym. 

5.6  Conclude the Blog  

Writers should include a short conclusion at the end of each blog. Generally, a conclusion can 
be as short as one or two sentences and should be no longer than two paragraphs at the most.  

Within the conclusion, you can sum up the blog and call the reader to action. We don’t require 
writers to include a concluding call to action, but we encourage it. 

 Example: No matter what balance you decide to take between a paper-based office and 

a paper-free office, Des Plaines Office Company can help you out. We provide IT help, 

printer assistance, cloud solutions, and data security, making sure that your work can 

get done no matter what. Contact us today to get started. 

Conclusions and calls to action can include the name of the client you’re writing for, but they do 
not have to. Similarly, calls to action don’t have to be about contacting the client — they can be 
about the content within the blog. 

 Example: Winter is on the way, so don’t forget to take care of your furnace now so you’ll 

be comfortable this winter. Follow the five tips above to stay warm all year. 
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6 | WRITING STYLE  
While there are many correct ways to write, we ask that writers adhere to the following 
guidelines for onsite blogs. 

6.1  Write Clearly for Web Readers 

Internet readers have different expectations than print readers. Web readers scan text rather 
than read it carefully. Because of these different expectations, the blogs you write need to be 
simple and easy to understand. The following guidelines will help you reach your audience more 
effectively. 

6.1.1  Use Strong Subjects and Verbs 

The best way to make writing clear is to make it easy to visualize. Use strong, concrete subjects 
and verbs in your sentences whenever possible.  

6.1.1.1  Avoid Passive Voice 

Passive voice tends to lead to wordy, confusing writing, so use active voice whenever possible.  

 Incorrect: Dental implants are attached to the jawbone during a process called 
osseointegration. 

 Correct: The jawbone attaches to the dental implant in a process called 
osseointegration.  

However, you can use passive voice when you’re trying to emphasize a certain point of view or 
when the actor in the sentence is unimportant or unknown.  

 Example: An experimental solar power plant will be built in the Australian desert. 

In this case, the builder of the power plant isn’t important or perhaps isn’t even known, so 
passive voice is appropriate. However, these cases are the exception rather than the rule. 

6.1.1.2  Avoid Dummy Subjects 

Dummy subjects are grammatical constructions that hide the true subject of the sentence. When 
possible, revise sentences with dummy subjects so they include concrete, identifiable subjects. 
For example: 

 Incorrect: It is important to read instructions carefully. 
 Correct: We ask writers to read instructions carefully. 
 Incorrect: There are several crucial moments in this film. 
 Correct: Several crucial moments occur in the film. 

Cutting out dummy subjects will make your writing clearer to readers, though occasionally some 
sentences work better with dummy subjects. The key is not to avoid dummy subjects altogether 
but to use them rarely and judiciously. For more information, see the second part of this training. 

6.1.1.3  Avoid Vague Pronouns 

Pronouns stand in for and refer to other nouns (called antecedents). If a sentence uses a 
pronoun without clearly referring to an antecedent, we call this a vague pronoun. Vague 

http://blog.writersdomain.net/onsite-blogging-faqs/
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pronouns confuse readers because they do not refer to a specific noun. “It,” “this,” “that,” and 
“which” are common offenders. 

 Incorrect: We take the engine out of the car and fix it in a timely manner. 
 Correct: We remove your engine and fix it in a timely manner. 

The incorrect example is unclear because the reader can’t be certain whether the engine or the 
car is being fixed. The correct example fixes this vagueness by removing an additional subject. 

 Incorrect: When you prepare your yard for an in-ground pool, you must first dig a large 
hole. This allows your contractors to properly lay a foundation for the water feature. 

 Correct: When you prepare your yard for an in-ground pool, you must first dig a large 
hole. This step allows your contractors to properly lay a foundation for the water feature. 

In the incorrect example, “this” refers vaguely to the idea listed in the previous sentence. People 
reading the incorrect sentence won’t be sure what “this” means. The correct example eliminates 
vagueness by adding an additional subject (“this step”). The extra information allows readers to 
clearly understand the intended meaning. 

6.1.2  Cut Out Fluff 

Readers prefer simple, clear sentences instead of wordy or convoluted ones. Filler text makes 
writing difficult to understand, frustrates readers, and can lower a client’s authority in their field. 
Remove words or phrases that don’t contribute to the meaning of sentences. Watch out for the 
constructions described below.  

6.1.2.1  Avoid Nominalizations 

Nominalizations are verbs converted into their noun forms. Nominalizations make sentences 
wordier because they add an extra noun and a less interesting verb instead of using a simple 
verb. To remove this issue, revert the nominalization back to an active verb. For example:  

 Incorrect: The committee made a decision to renovate the park. 
 Correct: The committee decided to renovate the park. 

To make your writing clearer, avoid nominalizations. 

6.1.2.2  Avoid Noun Strings 

Noun strings are large groups of nouns located close together in a sentence. They tend to 
confuse readers and obscure the clear purpose of their sentences. Instead of using noun 
strings, use prepositions to split up the list of nouns or transform the nouns to active verbs 
whenever possible. For example: 

 Incorrect: Tomorrow, the National Forest Agency training meeting planning session will 
be held at Evergreen Park.  

 Correct: Tomorrow, the National Forest Agency will plan their upcoming training meeting 
at Evergreen Park.  

Avoid noun strings for clearer writing.   
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6.1.2.3  Avoid Gerunds and Progressive Tense 

Gerunds are “-ing” verb forms that function as nouns. They tend to produce wordier sentences. 
In particular, gerunds used as subjects can lead to long sentences that take many words to 
reach the main verb. To correct this issue, change the gerund into the main verb of your 
sentence.  

 Incorrect: Choosing the right deck material for your backyard is the first step. 
 Correct: First, choose the right material for your backyard deck. 

Keep in mind that we want to write clear sentences so we don’t confuse readers. If a sentence 
works better with a gerund, use your best judgment and include the gerund. 

Additionally, avoid using progressive tense when possible. The progressive tense consists of a 
“to be” verb form and an “-ing” verb form. Together, these verbs show actions in progress.  

 Incorrect: When you’re running from your parking spot to the airport, you’re probably 
wondering if you’re going to make your flight.  

 Correct: When you hurry from your parking spot to the airport, you may wonder how you 
can possibly make your flight. 

Avoid progressive tense in your writing, as these constructions can weaken sentences and 
make them wordier. However, sometimes you may find that the progressive tense is the best 
choice, so don’t completely eliminate it from your writing. Only use the progressive tense if it 
makes the sentence clearer for readers. 

6.2  Punctuate Appropriately 

We expect writers to adhere to the following punctuation guidelines. 

6.2.1  Use Semicolons Sparingly 

Use a semicolon to separate two independent clauses not joined by a conjunction.  

 Example: We have no food left in the kitchen; Dave is running to the store. 

Semicolons also separate list items with internal punctuation.  

 Example: The band will go on tour to Las Vegas, NV; Denver, CO; and Los Angeles, CA. 

Use semicolons sparingly, since they tend to make writing feel formal and academic. You can 
also use em dashes in place of semicolons, since they are the preferred punctuation choice for 
web copy. Section 6.2.2 will show you how. 
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6.2.2  Use and Format Em Dashes Correctly 

An em dash, like the one in this sentence, works much like a semicolon — but an em dash can 
also set apart a sentence fragment, not just an independent clause. Note that an em dash is not 
the same thing as a hyphen.  

You have several options to create an em dash. If you use Microsoft Word on a Windows 
computer, you can: 

 Press Ctrl+Alt+Minus (the Minus key is on the numeric keypad). 
 Hold down the Alt key while typing 0151 on the numeric keypad. (This also works in 

Google Docs and WritersDomain.) 
 Go to the Insert menu, select Symbol, and select Em Dash. 

If you use Microsoft Word, Pages, or Google Docs on a Mac, use Alt+Shift+Minus to create an 
em dash.  

For clients in the United States, put one space on each side of em dashes. For Australian 
clients, do not put spaces around em dashes. 

6.2.3  Use the Oxford Comma 

Use the Oxford comma in onsite blogs. The Oxford comma, also called the serial comma, is the 
optional last comma in a list. For example, in the sentence, “I had bacon, waffles, eggs, and 
orange juice for breakfast,” the Oxford comma is the one between the words “eggs” and “orange 
juice.”  

For clients in the United States, include the Oxford comma in your lists. For clients in Australia, 
do not include the Oxford comma. 

6.2.4  Use Quotation Marks Only for Quotations 

In many styles, writers use quotation marks to mark speech as figurative or to set off a word. 
However, for onsite blogs, use quotation marks only if you include a direct quote from a source 
in your blog. 

6.2.5  Avoid Ellipses 

Though writers may use ellipses to indicate trailing off in other styles, you should not use 
ellipses in onsite blogs. Use ellipses only if you include a direct quote in your blog and need to 
indicate that you left part of the quote out.  

6.3  Write Inclusively and Avoid Bias 

When you write for a web audience, you never really know who is going to read your work. You 
can avoid alienating readers by using inclusive language and eliminating bias in your blogs.  

Start by remembering that anyone could be reading the blog you’re working on, including people 
of numerous ages, genders, races, nationalities, sexual orientations, and physical abilities. Use 
the following steps to eliminate bias from your work: 

 Don’t overemphasize group-specific references. If you’re working on a blog about the 
first black woman to be elected to the House of Representatives, your subject’s race and 
gender are relevant to your content. However, if you’re writing about a local business 
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owner’s success, and that person happens to be black and female, chances are that 
their race and gender are not relevant and shouldn’t be emphasized. 

 Use exact, preferred language. For example, don’t say African-Americans when you 
really mean all black people, and don’t say girls when you mean adult women. If you’re 
not sure what a group of people would like to be called, find credible websites run by 
members of that group and follow their terminology. 

 Don’t overgeneralize. Be careful of words like “everyone” and “we” — while you’re 
welcome to use those words, make sure that you’re really including everyone you can 
within them. For example, don’t say, “Everyone loves to go shopping,” or, “We all want to 
lose weight,” since it’s highly probable that these statements don’t apply to some of your 
readers. 

 Refer to people, not characteristics. For example, instead of referring to people 

who cannot see as “the blind,” say something like “blind people” or “people who are 

blind.” Your intent should be for your audience to feel respected instead of minimized to 

one trait.  

Above all, the best guideline is to treat all readers with respect and dignity. 

6.3.1  Use Gender-Inclusive Language and the Singular “They” 

You may alienate readers if you only use one gender’s pronouns when the content is applicable 
to everyone. Make sure to use gender-inclusive language instead. For example, while it would 
be appropriate to speak only to women and use she/her pronouns in a blog about gynecological 
care, you should speak to both men and women about the vast majority of subjects, including 
housekeeping, sports, and raising children. 

You are welcome to use “he or she” and “him or her” in your writing, or you can use the words 
“they” and “them,” even if you refer to just one subject. The following examples are both correct: 

 Example: If your child has anxiety, a therapist may be able to help him or her. 
 Example: If your child has anxiety, a therapist may be able to help them. 

Most people use the singular “they” often in speech, so the majority of readers won’t notice or 
mind seeing it in web writing. 
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7 | BLOG EDITING RUBRIC 
This is the current rubric that the editing team uses to review onsite blogs. For more information, 
please reach out to the Support staff at support@writersdomain.net.  
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